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Municipal Commissioner
to get KK Divisional Office’s
renovation done
By Chandrashekhar Hendve
NAVI MUMBAI: The
residents have to go
to Navi Mumbai
Municipal Corporation Headquarter to
get done any kind of
civic work. In order to
facilitate their work,
municipal commissioner Dr Ramaswami N had directed to
renovate the divisional offices. He wants
the officers and
workers of these
divisional offices to
work with full enthusiasm and also the
works of the city
residents should be
done promptly and
hence he has ordered

for the renovation of
the divisional offices.
The three storey
building of Koparkhairane Divisional Office which is
located at Teen Taki
at Koparkhairane was
handed to NMMC by
CIDCO in 1998. On
the ground floor of
this building is a
bank while Koparkhairane Division
Office is on one side of
first floor and on the
other side is Zone 2’s
deputy commissioner’s office. On the
second floor, on one
side there is CIDCO
office and on the other
side water supply

department office. On
the third floor is
NMMC’s LBT Division office.
All these three
floors of the building
are not fit enough to
do proper work and
hence the municipal
commissioner paid a
visit to these offices
and to make the
condition favourable
for the officers and
workers over there he
suggested that
modular furniture
work be done. On all
the three floors the
municipal offices will
have cabins and
workstations work
done. Painting will
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MNS president Raj
Thackeray will be in
Vashi on 5 August
To address the municipal workers
who are on contract basis in NMMC
“Our goal is to make the municipal workers
permanent,” says Sandip Deshpande

also be done. As per
the proposal accepted
by the Standing
Committee of NMMC,
the look of all the
offices in that building will be changed.
This will make the
building look brand
new and the city
residents will enjoy
going there to get
their works done.

Sanjay Kumar is the new Police
Commissioner of Navi Mumbai
Suresh Kumar Mekla occupies the position
of Joint Commissioner

Navi Mumbai’s newly appointed police commissioner Sanjay Kumar took charge of his office from out-going police
commissioner Hemant Nagrale. The joint commissioner’s post which was vacant for one month was filled by Dr
Suresh Kumar Mekla. There was long discussion related to Navi Mumbai’s law and order situation held between the
two commissioners. (By Crime Reporter)

By Chandrashekhar Hendve
NAVI MUMBAI: Maharashtra Navnirman
Municipal Workers
Sena will hold a Melawa or Get Together of
all the municipal
workers in the state on
5 August 2018 at 2 pm
at Vashi’s Vishnudas
Bhave Auditorium.

The main person who
will guide the gathering will be MNS president Raj Thackeray. In
order to brief about this
event, a press conference was held at Belapur.
While addressing
Cont. on pg. 7
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 Sale 1 BHK 630+ Highe rFloor (Duples) Good Society,
Sector - 18A, Nerul. Prompt Sale. Contact : 9004699291.
also 1 / 2 BHK Nerul. For Sale / Rent.

 Start your business, Free education and Training provided. Contact : 9768129919

 2 BHK Flat for Sale in Sector - 29, Vashi. 770 Sq. Ft.
Carpet. Expected Price. 1.82 Cr. (Nego.) Contact Owner
: 80803 01088

 PHP Developer required at Belapur by a Media Company. Minimum 1 Year of Experience in PHP Wordpress,
HTML, CSS, Bootstrap. Good Knowledge in English must.
Contact with biodate : omnetimage@gmail.com

 School Reserve Plot at Kane Phata, Vadgaon, Maval,
Dist. PUne. Area 1 Acre for Sale. For Details call : +918879422502

 Require Male PRO for Dignostic center in Navi Mumbai.
2-3 years experienced. Contact after 5.00 pm. Mobile :
9820408567

 Classrooms available on Hourly basis with a Capacity of
18 to 20 students in Sec. 2 & Vashi Plaza. Contact :
9967444439 / 9221440049

 Required for office at Vashi B 2 B Sales Executive, Fresher
and experience both can apply. Person should be flexible with travelling. Mail resume at : hr@herbaltrade.com

 Flat for Sale 738 sq. Ft. Built up + 111 Sq. Ft. Terrace for
Sale at Balaji Aangan, 1st Floor, Sec. 3, Kharghar, Navi
Mumbai. Opp. Kharghar Railway Station. Interested Parties Please Contact : Vijay Raj on mobile nos. 9869903636,
9004543423

 Part / Full Time work. Qualification : 10th / 12th Graduation / Pass / Fail. Contact : 90762 64284 / 98921 77364

 Office on Rent 1st Floor, C-356, Vashi Plaza, Vashi. Mobile No. 9594949712

 Urgently required Autocad Draftsmen under 25 years of
Age. Minimum 2 to 5 years of experience. Good Salary.
Please send : jitendray444@gmail.com

 Shop for rent Area : Carpet 468 Sq. Ft. at Neelkanth
Landmark, Plot No. 365/1 & 365/2(A), Office No. 303,
3rd Floor, Panvel Matheran Road, Behind Orion Mall,
Panvel - 410 206

 Required Bikers for E-commerce Delivery in Navi Mumbai.
Earn Rs. 17000 per month. Contact No. : 84228 50566

 Required Full Time Experienced Computer Operator with
Tally ERP 9, GST and accounts knowledgeable. Male /
Female. Mob. : +91-9820287367

 Office for Rent fully furnished 200 sq. ft. office is available
on rent. Office No. 110, Plot No. 14/15, Sector - 19C,
Palm Beach Road, Near Amol Hotel, Beside Bikanerwala.
Contact : 9356838448

 Reputed Coaching Center in Nerul & Seawoods urgently
required. Science, Maths, English Tutor (for VIII, IX, X).
Office Assisstant (Female) Part Time. Contact :
9768582885, 8779897875

 For Rent Office 2500 sqft in Cyber one, Baresheell, Higher
Floor, Rs. 80/- per sq. ft. Call : 9920043890

 Required Sales Executive for Engine Oil Product of 2
Wheeler & 4 Wheeler Vehciles for Shop to Shop Promotional Activity. Contact : 9067752334

EMERGENCY
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
HOSPITA LS
Nayak Laboratory
Shushrusha Heart
D Y Patil Nerul
Sterling Hospital, Vashi
MGM Hospital, Vashi
Apollo Cliic, Vashi
MGM Hospital, CBD
MGM HospitalKalamboli
Vashi Civic Hospital
Nerul Civic Hospital
PKC Hospital
Dr. Mahajan’s Hospital & ITC

27600500
27722506
39215999
27826969
61526666
27881322
27572293
27423405
27899901
27703760
27652476
27691679

ATTENTION READERS
While every effort is made to check the genuineness of
party/parties inserting ads in this paper, we cannot be held
responsible for the truthfulness of its contents. The publishers, Editor and/or the staff cannot be held responsible for
any loss or damage due to transactions that they may enter
into guided by the ads.

 Wanted Sales Executives for media company. E-mail :
variety4u.in@gmail.com

PAYING GUEST
 Male / Female PG, Accomodation available near Mc
Donald, Sector - 17, Call Maya : 93222 82264
 Bachelor Accomodation available at Koperkhairane Rs
3500 pm with one month advance payment. Contact :
92242 99669 / 92242 997606
 P. G. Available at Kharghar, Sector - 35D working Ladies
and student ladies with all facilities. 5500 pm. Contact :
79776 30070
 Lady PG Accomodation available at Kharghar Sector 35D,
with all facilties. Contact : 79776 30070

SPECIAL OFFER
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT ON REAL
ESTATE (Buying /Selling /Paying Guest etc.)
A 20 word classified in NEWSBAND
will cost you only Rs 100/- Applicable
for direct buyers and sellers.
For details, call : 20870513, 27815380

PUBLIC NOTICE
THIS NOTICE IS HEREBY given that my client Mrs. MILAN
NILKANTH KUDALKAR was holding original Share Certificate bearing No. 09, having distinctive number from 41 to 45,
is lost/misplaced and the same is not traceable, she has applied to the society for issue of duplicate share certificate in
her name. A police complaint for the same has been lodged
with the Rabale Police Station on 26.07.2018, which is recorded in Property Missing Register under Regn. No. 1988/
2018.
All persons are hereby informed to put in their claims or
interest or objections in or to the said shares certificate within
14 days from the appearance of this Notice to the undersigned and/or to the Hon. Secretary of TRILOK Co-operative Hsg. Soc. Ltd., as otherwise the society will issue Duplicate Share Certificate to Mrs. MILAN NILKANTH KUDALKAR
without any reference or regard to any such claim, interest or
objections which shall be deemed to have been waived.
Sd/Vilas L. Tendolkar
Advocate High Court
Date : 02/08/2018
503, J. K. Chambers, Plot No. 76
Place : Navi Mumbai. Sector - 17, Vashi, Navi Mumbai

For inserting advertisements
in daily newspaper NEWSBAND
Contact : 2087 0513 / 2781 5380
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Shravan Mela 2018 at CIDCO’s
Urban Haat from 2nd to 19th August
By Chandrashekhar Hendve
The Shravan month
according to Indian culture is the beginning of
an auspicious period of
festivals. This is a start
to all the celebrations
that follow
all through
the year,
CIDCO like
every year,
has planned
and proposed a tentative calendar starting from
August, 2018 to June,
2019 comprising of 20
events for a span of 270
days in its Urban Haat
premise. There are several programs lined up
which will be attended
by more than 1000 artisans from more than
40 states from across
India. As per the tentative calendar Shravan
Mela, is proposed from
2nd August to 19th Au-

gust, 2018; timings
11am to 10pm. Following this event there will
be regular events.
Participation from
the states of Maharashtra, West Bengal, Bi-

har, Tamil Nadu, Uttar
Pradesh, Gujarat, Rajasthan,
Madhya
Pradesh, Orissa and
Punjab is expected. In
addition to this; several handloom and handicraft products will be
exhibited by master
crafts men from all over
India in this event. People who plan to book
stalls can contact Manager Urban haat on

9594521169 for further
details of events.
At Shravan Mela,
there is Handloom,
Handicraft and food
products comprising
delicacies from all parts
of
India
such
as
South Indian, Rajasthani and
Kolhapuri
food preparations
along with
kinds of raw
masalas,
papads and pickle and
Delhi Chaat stalls
which are set up. As
special attractions,
there are products from
Meta crafts, wooden
cravings and leather
crafts along others that
will catch the eyes of
the visitors.
To top these all; cultural programs are
planned on weekends
7pm onwards.

Seawoods Grand Central Mall to celebrate
Friendship Day with ‘Friendship Puzzle’
By Chandrashekhar Hendve
NAVI MUMBAI: Navi
Mumbai’s ultimate
fashion destination -

and special occasions
with utmost vigor, is inviting friends and best
friends, on August 4-5,

Seawoods Grand Central Mall is celebrating
this Friendship Day in
a unique and creative
way. The mall, known
for celebrating festivals

to bond over a giant
25x25 feet jigsaw puzzle.
Patrons can not
only relish the nostalgic memories of their

childhood days but also
win exciting gift hampers on the successful
completion of the puzzle.
Date: August 4-5,
2018
Venue: Seawoods
Grand Central Mall,
Navi Mumbai
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Lokmanya Tilak and Sahityaratna
Annabhau remembered

The death anniversary of Lokmanya Tilak and Jayanti of Sahityaratna Annabhau were
observed at Navi Mumbai Municipal Corporation HQ. Mayor Jaywant Sutar offered
prayers to the statues of these two great men in the presence of deputy mayor Mandakini Mhatre, municipal commissioner Dr Ramaswami N, F Ward Committee president
and social welfare committee chairperson Anita Manavatkar, additional commissioner
(service) Ramesh Chavan, administrative department’s deputy commissioner Kiranraj
Yadav, city engineer Mohan Dagaonkar, chief accounts and finance officer Dayanand
Nimkar, garbage management deputy commissioner Tushar Pawar, education officer
Sandip Sangwe and other officers and workers. (By Chandrashekhar Hendve)

Ganesh Naik promises to render help
to city’s Dashnam Gosavi Samaj
To construct a Samaj Mandir

Navi Mumbai Dashnam Gosavi Samaj and Gosavi Rudraksh Traimasik had jointly organized on Sunday the get together of the Samaj members. The meritorious students and
other achievers were felicitated. Former MLA and minister Ganesh Naik was the chief
guest. On this occasion he promised to render all his help to come up with a Samaj
Mandir. Present during this occasion were NCP regional general secretary Dr Sanjiv
Ganesh Naik, Navi Mumbai Dashnam Gosavi Samaj organisation’s president Dr Somnath Gosavi, Rudraksh magazine editor A G Gosavi, NCP of NMMC representative Dr
Jayaji Nath, Navi Mumbai Transport Committee member Raju Shinde, retired superintendent Shivaji Gosav, former deputy commissioner Vasant Gosavi, corporator Datta
Giri, Surendra Giri, Adv Vilas Gosavi, Dr Kailash Gosavi, Dr Ravindra Gosavi, Kalpana
Bharati, Nayab tehsildar Bhimraj Gosavi, Dalit Mitra Jitendra Goswami and others. (By
Chandrashekhar Hendve)
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Tata Motors forges three-year strategic partnership
with Wrestling Federation of India
To support top performing 50 wrestlers of the country till 2021
By Ashok Dhamija
MUMBAI: Tata Motors over the years has
extensively dedicated to
the ‘Sportification of
India’. The company’s
philosophy and commitment is to act as a
catalyst to promote
sports, encourage and
develop young and rising sporting talent enabling them to achieve
their aspirations. The
company has constantly been associated with
various sports such as
Cricket (IPL), Kabaddi
(UP Yodha in PKL) and
Football (Jamshedpur
FC in ISL). Continuing this tradition, the
top management of
Commercial Vehicles
Business Unit (CVBU)
of Tata Motors announced an all-encompassing three-year strategic partnership with
Wrestling Federation of
India (WFI) as ‘Principal Sponsor’ to encourage and promote the
sport of wrestling and
leverage the strong connect with the brands of
its CV range. Beginning
with the 2018 Asian
Games to be held in
Jakarta, this partnership will continue till
2021 that will include
the World Championship and World Cup,
2020 Olympic Games,

Tata Motors Limited President - CVBU Girish Wagh along with VP, Sales and Marketing
RT Wasan join Indian wrestlers Sushil Kumar, Yogeshwar Dutt, Bajrang Punia, Sandeep Tomar, Satyawart Kadia, Geeta Phogat, Sakshi Malik and Pooja Dhanda for a photo
op
besides other National Sushil Kumar, Yogesh- This could be the drivand International wres- war Dutt, Sakshi Ma- ers, fleet owners, dealtling events.
lik along with Geeta ers and distributors,
As a part of the his- Phogat - India’s first media and the public
toric mega partnership, women wrestler to and most important the
the world’s 6th largest qualify for Olympic in passionate fans followCV player from India, 2012 along with Ba- ers of at large. ComHQ in Mumbai is going jrang Punia, Sandeep mercial Vehicles are
beyond mere sponsor- Tomar, Pooja Dhanda the backbone of our
ship and will support and Satyawart Kadian economy and for Tata
top performing 50 wres- in the presence of Se- Motors, as India’s leadtlers (both men and nior management from ing commercial vehicles
women), across catego- Tata Motors CVBU and manufacturer for the
ries, on both domestic official of WFI.
past seven decades.
and international cirSpeaking on the oc- Wrestling and Kabaddi
cuit.
casion Girish Wagh, are home grown sports
To mark this initia- President – CVBU, that reflect machismo,
tive, the new official Tata Motors said, “To- aggression and endurTata Yodha jersey for day, sports with the ance that tests speed,
the Indian Wrestling energy and dynamism agility and power, and
Team was unveiled by is seen as a major plat- are gaining popularity
the stars of Indian form for brands to con- in India and overseas.
wrestling including nect with various These attributes blend
Olympic Medallists stakeholders in India. perfectly with the rich

About Wrestling Federation of India (WFI)
The Wrestling Federation of India (WFI)
which was formed in 1960 is the Governing
Body for Wrestling in India recognized by Ministry of Sports, Govt. of India as National Sports
Federation. WFI is registered under the Societies Act and affiliated to Indian Olympic Association and International Federation of Associated Wrestling Styles [FILA]. WFI along with
its State affiliates are entrusted to organize
National Championships for all categories of
Wrestling, players apart from Zonal, Inter State
Championships and All India Ranking Tournaments in India. WFI also conducts various International Tournaments along with the various grassroot initiatives. WFI through its commercial partners Sporty Solutionz initiates a
historic partnership with Tata Motors who come
on board as a Principal Sponsor for the Sport
till 2021.
About Tata Motors
Tata Motors Limited (BSE: TATAMOTORS),
a USD 45 billion organisation, is a leading global automobile manufacturer of cars, utility vehicles, buses, trucks and defence vehicles. Part
of the USD 100 billion Tata group, Tata Motors
is India’s largest and the only OEM offering
extensive range of integrated, smart and e-mobility solutions. Tata Motors strives to bring
new products that fire the imagination of GenNext customers, fueled by state of the art design and R&D centers located in India, the UK,
Italy and Korea. Internationally, Tata commercial and passenger vehicles are marketed in
countries, spread across Europe, Africa, the
Middle East, South Asia, South East Asia, South
America, Australia, CIS, and Russia.
heritage, longevity, durability and robust performance of our Commercial Vehicles that

are accepted by our customers in India and gloCont. on pg. 6

CISF Personnel’s Infuse Spirit of Patriotism Among Xavierites

CISF Personnel’s showcase their readiness while tackling various security related challenges faced by the Industries.
By Ashok Dhamija
already set the stage CISF (Central IndustriA live demonstraNAVI MUMBAI: With among Xavierites and al Security Force) un- tion of assembling and
Independence Day ap- to give wings to this, a der the supervision of dissembling of autoproaching, the emo- workshop was conduct- their Inspector L.K matic weapons, blind
tions of patriotism have ed by the Personnel of Choudhary.
folded assembling and

A live demonstration of assembling and dissembling of
weapons by the CISF Personnel’s were among the various routines as part of the workshop
defence strategies, firCont. on pg. 8
ing and facing the bul-
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Koyna dam affected persons Brahma Kamal and Krishna
demand balance land
Kamal flowers bloom
By Tutu
NAVI MUMBAI: After
the land allocation irregularities the Koyna
Punarbasahat Seva
Sangh has alleged that
around 90 beneficiaries
have not got their land.
Six of them applied for
land on Tuesday at the
Raigad collectorate.
Three villages from Satara district were rehabilitated between 1958
and 1965 at Ghot camp,
Owe camp and Dharna
camp (all under PCMC
area) around Taloja in
Panvel taluka. In these
60 years the land they
are supposed to get
have been re-acquired
for CIDCO, MIDC and
railway. They are asked
to provide NOC from
CIDCO, MIDC and railway to get land but
builders get the land
easily. This came to
light after the Congress
alleged Rs1767cr land
scam allegedly pertains
to 24 acres of CIDCO
land was sold to a private builder by duping
gullible Koyna dam
project affected families
at Rs3.60cr.
“In a four part series
we will highlight the
Koyna dam land affected person issues. We
will delve into a particular case of struggle
from here to Supreme
Court, how CIDCO possessed land recently al-

located to a person in
Pune and also the
modus operandi in selective allocation. This
is the first of the series.” The Koyna
Punarbasahat Seva
Sangh head Pawan
Kadam said, “The Koyna dam project affected
persons are rehabilitated in various districts.
They reached between
1958 and 1965. However, the rehabilitation
land has not been giv-

en yet (See Box). In
Panvel taluka total 90
beneficiaries are struggling to get their land.
Three camps are located in Panvel around
Taloja are - Owe, Ghot
and Dharana. Most of
the original owners to
be benefited are dead
but their kin are struggling.”
An affected Mukund Kadam (70) said, “InCont. on pg. 6

By Tutu
NAVI MUMBAI: The
sacred Orchid Cactus
(Brahma Kamal)
flowers have bloomed
in the window sill of
four Matheran residents. The flowers
come out of leaf and
usually grow in an
altitude of around
4500 m. The white
star-like flowers with
lovely fragrance to
help their pollinators
locate the blossoms by moon or
star light have become huge
attraction for residents. Two
Krishna Kamal (English Passion
Flower or botanical name Passiflora) flowers have blomed at a
Panvel resident’s shop. The
passion flowers or passion vines
are mostly tendril-bearing vines,
with some being shrubs or trees.
The pentamerous flower has a link
to Mahabharat.
In the house of four Indira
Gandhi Nagar, Matheran residents
Chandrakant Sutar (2nos), Ram
Dhebe (4 nos), Mahesh Jabre (6
nos) and Swapnil Gosavi (9 nos),
the Brahma Kamal flowers
bloomed. Brahma Kamal (English
Orchid Cactus or botanical name
Saussurea obvallata) flower is
treated as a sacred plant native to
the Himalayas and Uttarakhand,
India, northern Burma and
southwest China. In the Himalayas, it is found at an altitude of
around 4500 m and bloom in mud
monsoon. But it is found in Matheran at an altitude of 800m.
The flowers are pollinated by
insects and bloom in mid-monsoon

(July–August) amongst the rocks
and grasses of the hillside. These
large pure white star-like flowers
with lovely fragrance help their
pollinators locate the blossoms by
moon or star light ie after sunset
from 7 p m onwards and takes
about two hours to full bloom,
about 8 inches in diameter and
remain open throughout night.
Brahma Kamal, named after
Brahma. It is commonly known as
Night blooming
Cont. on pg. 7
Cereus, Queen of
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Two great men remembered in Panvel
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NRC is causing great anxiety
The National Register of Citizens published
on Monday has sparked great anxiety. It is to
the credit of the NRC bureaucracy and its
55,000-odd workforce that timelines have been
adhered to. Even a skilfully devised system of
digitised mapping of family trees is subject to
human interface, subjective bias, and the inherent flaws. There should be responsibility
to ensure that people who have lived here a
long time, or those who know no other home,
are not left high and dry in any eventuality.
On that front, the Central and State governments must step up their assurances that
there is no need for panic.
The claims and objections will be placed
before the Supreme Court by mid-August, the
window for contestation could be extended by
a month beyond September 28. There should
be rules to enable applicants to move the Foreigners’ Tribunal.
Bigger challenges lie ahead, especially after the final NRC list determines the precise
number of deemed illegal immigrants; the
state then has to grapple with what to do next.
It is easy to detain and deport illegal immigrants instantly when they cross the border.
But when people have been allowed (or they
have managed) to be in India for so long, when
they have built their lives and become part of
local economies and communities, they cannot and must not be rendered state-less on
the basis of a list.
The painstaking efforts of Assam and India government in compiling register is laudable. Parting is always painful and so for India to deport 4 million after having housed
them in their soil for nearly half century would
be poignant as much as it would be frightening for Bangladesh to face suddenly an influx
as it would hit the economy instantly. All said
and done, statelessness of these people who
belong to the subcontinent is serious issue and
it is for India and Bangla Desh to reach an
amicable solution failing which it may warrant
UN’s intervention or deliberations in International forums.
First, central government has to ensure
that vigilantes don’t harm non-NRC candidates. Then they should carry out remaining
procedures. Since the problem was known for
over thirty years, the process of granting voter’s card, Aadhar Card, should have been undertaken applying checks and balances-now
placed for scrutiny for inclusion in NRC Draft.
This would have filtered large majority - opting to go back to their original countries. But
that is wishful thinking now. On humanitarian grounds the solution would be only possible if all the remaining states agree to take
responsibility for settling such people.
One country’s inability to curb illegal immigration can’t be a model for other able nations to emulate. India is suffering due to illegal immigration. Let’s recognize that first.
Later we can come to a consensus on what to
do with the illegals without hurting the strong
sentiments of pseudo human rights enthusiasts, people trying to gain vote Bank mileage
using immigrants etc.

Panvel Taluka and City Bharatiya Janata Party’s office celebrated the death anniversary and Lokshahir Annabhau
Sathe’s Jayanti in the presence of taluka president Arunsheth Bhagat, office bearers and party workers. (By Vijaykumar Kamble)
like Tata Motors in supporting wrestling. It is
the best thing that can
happen to WFI. I am
immensely pleased,”
she said.
The Tata Yodha will
be present at all the
WFI events - National
Championships, Indian
Open, Junior Nationals, World Championships, Commonwealth
Games, World Cup,
Grand Prix, Asian
Games, and Asian
Championships, for the
next 3 years. Additionally, Tata Motors will
have licensing rights to
support the players for
Asian Games, Commonwealth
, where the world’s
6th largest CV player
like Tata Motors is going beyond mere sponsorship. The company
will act as a catalyst to
promote the sport, encourage and develop
young and rising sporting talent enabling
them to achieve their
aspirations.

bal markets. We are
truly delighted to associate with Wrestling
Federation of India
(WFI) which is one of
the biggest non-cricket
association in the country. We wish our Indian team the very best
in the forthcoming
Asian Games at Jakarta.”
Commenting on the
partnership, Brijbhushan Sharan Singh,
President – Wrestling
Federation of India
said, “We are delighted
to have a ‘bharosemand partner’ like Tata
Motors as our principal
sponsor for all our national and international events until year
2021. It is a first of its
kind association for Indian Sports where a reputed brand like Tata
Motors is associating
with the entire sport for
three long years. Wrestling is a game of
strength and endurance and these values
are perfectly resonated
by Tata Yodha vehicle.

We hope that this will
motivate our established and upcoming
wrestlers to give in
their best and overcome
all obstacles to succeed
at the highest level consistently. We hope that
this association will
ensure that India
scales new heights and
create more visibility
for wrestling as a sport
and act as a catalyst to
help young individuals
achieve their sporting
ambitions.”
The Beijing and
London Olympics medallist, Sushil Kumar,
attributed the constant
success of wrestlers as
the reason for this ‘wonderful, long-standing’
alliance and said “WFI
and Tata Motors joining
hands to promote the
sport in the best way
possible should be an
eye-opener for all of us.
Why I am saying this
is because if you perform consistently and
win medals sponsorships will automatically follow. WFI has set a

very good example and
I am happy for fellow
wrestlers.”
On her part, Sakshi
Malik, the Rio de Janeiro Games Bronze
medalist, echoed her
views. “I am happy
with the adulation the
sport has received ever
since 2008 Beijing
Olympics; as we have
been successfully winning medals in three
consecutive Olympics.
Women wrestlers, too,
are doing a fine job and
proving their worth.
Post my success in Rio
de Janeiro Olympics
games, there is more
awareness and respect
among the masses for
the women wrestlers
who look to us a role
models and encourage
their girl child to take
up the sport. The preparation for the forthcoming Asian Games is
on track and we hope to
add many more medals
to this time around. On
behalf of all Wrestlers
we like to acknowledge
the role of new sponsors

Koyna dam...

we are told that no land
is available in Panvel.
However, CIDCO land
is availed to builders
through other means.”
Pawan Kadam added, “The officials of both
Raigad and Satara district are troubling the
land record holders or
their kin. Low literacy
level and lack of procedural knowledge have
put the affected persons
and their family members in big trouble.”
However, Mukund
Kadam added, “The villagers left their home
for the state interest

but the political-bu- mute between Satara
reaucratic nexus has and Raigad / Thane /
put us in jeopardy. Palghar then.”
Many affected persons
The Panvel tehsilwere given land for dar Dipak Akade said,
house construction but “The land allocation to
balance land as per gov- the affected persons are
ernment resolutions handled by the collechave not been allocated. torate. We have no
It was difficult to com- role.”
NEXT - How
A) Panvel taluka
Panvel based camps - Pending numbers for land
Ghot camp
- 45
Owe camp
- 40
Dharana camp
-5
B) District level pendency Villages land record holders
Raigad
45
250
Thane
12
175
Palghar
10
73
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stead of allocating land
the officials went on acquisition of land for CIDCO, MIDC and railway. The land to be given to us were handed
over to the CIDCO,
MIDC and railway.
This is a multiple acquisition instance
wherein an affected person’s land re-acquired
for the same thrice. We
are struggling to get
land. The collectorate is
not listening to our repeated requests. Even
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Letter to the Editor....
Leave the kids alone
If you loved your children you would see to it
that there was no war goes true in this modern
world. Our children matter much and we wish
to open doors of possibility and empowerment for
them in a simple way. And scale is a significant
element in the way ahead to build the future of children.
Children are the future of this country and we all look forward for
a bright future for the next generation of young champions. It is time
to aim high and built a bright future for the children as they aspire,
attempt and achieve every goal of their life over a period of time.
Priorities for children’s learning includes: self review, curriculum
design, teaching practice and assessment.
Children often have an intuitive capacity to distinguish between
fact and fiction when listening to the stories of older people. This
critical capacity can be enhanced through teaching with stories in
ways that reveal and yet respect local cultural traditions as valuable
sources of rich ideas for sustainable living. Teaching processes that
include local and indigenous knowledge are also useful ways of contextualizing the school in community.
Knowing how unlikely your fears are to be realized might mitigate
some of your worry. There are plenty of scary things that are likely to
happen to your kids, from playground accidents to bullies. These
things cannot be prevent and no matter how much you hover near
your child on the monkey bars, at some point they are going to take a
fall. How can you
stop worrying about
things like that give
anxious moments at
times.
So much for the
widespread belief
that the world is
more dangerous
today for kids. Most
of the fears that lead
us to restrict our
kids’ freedom are
equally improbable.
Of course anything
is possible, but we
shouldn’t structure
our lives around something that’s about as likely as a lightning
strike. It is not worth the worry.
Children would benefit if we supported the right of all parents to
make the decisions they believe best for their kids except in the rare
cases of unequivocal danger. The more your child understands the
rules, limitations and expectations the greater the chance that they
will have a successful experience.
Most children enjoy the fun, freedom and friendships of attending
sleep-away camp, and look forward to it every year. In choosing an
appropriate camping experience, word of mouth is probably the best
place to begin and check with your friends to gather their experience
with various camps, and also don’t be afraid to ask the Camp Directors for a list of parents who will vouch for the safety and appropriateness of the program.
The kid who couldn’t get out of bed in a timely fashion on school
days will usually will have starting problem. Thus the child avoid
doing home work and finish of the fresh morning studies conveniently.
More so, the child avoid nature’s call and go to school without even
completing the morning chores. Thus he proves to be a novice in
school as well and prefer a last bench sojourn rather than serious
about the studies.
If you want your child to do better academically during the school
year try to encourage and make him more enterprising. The responsibility and confidence gleaned from the school experience is not only a
boon but built a better future for the child. Make sure that the experiments are safe and the expectations are appropriate for your child’s
age, and that transpire him to be a wise and intelligent student and
that carry good weight in his career. The knowledge and wisdom
earned at a young age will go a long way in developing a wonderful
beginning and a bright future.
- C.K. Subramaniam, Sanpada
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Two rape incidents – one at
Airoli and another at Vashi
By Crime Reporter
NAVI MUMBAI: Two
youths abused and
raped two minor
school girls residing at
Airoli and Vashi
respectively. The
police have registered
criminal cases of rape
against the two
accused and arrested
them.

The first rape
incident took place on
30 July at Airoli Sector
3. The accused in this
case was Vishal Sable
residing at Airoli
Sector 8. He raped a 15
year old girl residing
at Airoli Sector 4. He is
a Ola Car driver.
Another incident
took place in front of

municipal school at
Vashi Sector 28. The
accused in this case
was Vishal Vadkar
(26) who is a Mathadi
workers. He raped a
14 year old school girl.
Criminal cases of
rape have been
registered against
both the accused and
they are under arrest.

Resident of Nerul looted
of her gold necklace
Tuesday night.
NRO police have
registered a criminal case of looting
against the two accused and started a
hunt for them. The
woman whose necklace was snatched is
Mitali Bannerjee
(53) and she resides
at Nerul Sector 50.

By Crime Reporter
NAVI MUMBAI:
Two looters on the
motor
cycle
snatched the necklace of a female pedestrian at Nerul
Sector 50. The
necklace weighed 2
tolas and was worth
Rs 36000. The incident occurred on

Two looted at Taloja MIDC region
By Crime Reporter
NAVI MUMBAI: A
gang of looters who
hang around Taloja
MIDC region, looted
two persons who had
gone to SBI’s ATM
Center. The two per-

sons were looted of Rs
12000 and mobile
phone. The looters looted them after threatening them with the
knife. Taloja police
have registered a
criminal case of looting

against the trio and
started a hunt for
them. The two persons
who were looted are
driver of a MM Transport Company Mahendra Lila Khan (36) and
supervisor Kishore.

MNS president
Raj Thackeray...

dent Sandip Deshpande said, “We will
focus on ending the process of taking workers
on contract basis and
see to it that they are

permanently employed
in NMMC and join the
main stream workers.
To achieve this goal we
will hold state-wide agitation.

Krishna Kamal
(English Passion
Flower or botanical
name Passiflora)
flower is blomed at a
Panvel resident’s shop.
The passion flowers or
passion vines are
mostly tendril-bearing
vines, with some being
shrubs or trees.
Passion flowers
produce regular and
usually showy flowers
with a distinctive
corona. The flower is
pentamerous. Its
unique floral structures, mostly require
biotic pollination. The
leaves are used for
feeding and are
exclusively targeted by
many butterfly species

of the tribe Heliconiini.
The Panvel resident Rakesh Thakur
said, ‘I had purchased
the plant from a
nursery and kept
caring it at my flat
but later relocated it
to my shop. It got
sunlight and two
Krishna Kamal
flowers bloom. One of
them was video
recorded while blooming for three minutes.
This flower represents
the presence of hundred Kauravs, five
Pandavs, three Gods
(Brahma, Vishnu and
Mahesh) as buds and
Lord Krishna is in the
centre). It hardly
blossoms everywhere.”

Cont. from pg. 1
the pressmen, MNS
Workers Sena presi-

Brahma
Kamal...
Cont. from pg. 5
the night, Lady of the
night as its beautiful
Lotus like flower
blooms late night. The
plant is considered an
herb in Tibetan
medicine with a bitter
taste and used to cure
urogenital disorders.
Matheran resident
Chandrakant Sutar
said, “From the leaf
the flower bkossoms
between 80m and 12
midnight. Then we
worshipped and
offered it to Lord
Shiva. Large number
of residents turn up to
see the flower.”
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5th Induction Programme for the students
of First Year BBA held at Vashi
By Divakar Gore
VASHI: The 5th Induction Programme for
the students of First
Year BBA was held on
30th July 2018 at Evolve
Business School, Vashi.
The aim of the programme was to ensure
that every student celebrated being welcomed, engaged and
excited to begin this
new important phase in
their educational life.
The idea was to make
the students aware of
their prospective opportunities and to show
them the path they have
adopted in order to become successful professionals and leaders.
The programme
started with the welcome of the students &
parents followed by the
introduction and felicitation of the guest
speakers, Dr. A.K. Sengupta, founder Higher
Education Forum &
My Retired Life and
Mr. Malcolm Stephen
founder Wonderkids &
motivational speaker.
The program took a formal course by Lamp
lighting and Saraswati
Vandana.
Managing DirectorMrs. Seema Bakliwal
addressed the students
regarding the importance of focus in student life and guided
them with her words of

wisdom.
She also gave some
tips to the students to
become responsible and
good citizens of India.
She informed the students about the various
qualities they need to
inculcate in themselves
in order to become good
professionals and good
human beings. It was
really an inspiring session by her.
Mrs.
Bakliwal
talked about the spark
within an individual
and how to keep it ignited to attain glorious
future.
Mr Stevens addressed the students
about developing their
own potential. He emphasized on inculcating and then developing their skills to the
extent of excellence or
super-specialization so
that they can be a
brand for the world. He
explained leadership
and metaphorized an
Eagle for the same. He

also emphasized on being kind and fair human beings to be successful leaders.
Dr. A.K. Sengupta,
the next guest speaker

lighted the importance
of Skill India and Build
India initiatives of the
Government of India
and showed the students the opportunities

of the event, is the
Founder Chairman,
Higher Education Forum, Mumbai and
MRL. He is also the Ex
director of SIES College
Nerul and also the Ex
Director of SP Jain College Andheri. He enlightened the audience
with his words of wisdom and brought out
important highlights of
the neo classic and economic parity theories.
Dr. Sengupta high-

for them in the future.
Updating oneself
with the recent trends
and technology are a
way to sustain success,
he added.
Director, Mrs. Anshul Sharma, welcomed the students
with her ever inspiring
words to mark the beginning of their undergraduate course. She
acquainted the students and their parents with the culture of

Slab of a building collapses, 3 sustain injuries

The slab of Swapna Sakar building, plot no. 203, Sector
23, Daravegaon, collapsed at 3.30 pm. Three persons sustained injuries. The injured persons include Anusuya
Chavan (60), Sumiti Chavan (34) and Pritam Chavan (40).
They were admitted to Terna Hospital. (By Chandrashekhar Hendve)

EBS, facilities, rules
and regulations, teaching pedagogy, the students clubs, the extracurricular activities,
examinations, internships and placements.
She also talked about
the interpersonal skills
and the bonding of students with the institution. Risk management, learning and development, the importance of discipline in a
student’s life were other highlights of the Director’s speech.
The induction pro-

gressed with the introduction of Mr. Anil
Vishwakarma, the administration and sales
head of Evolve Business School. The nonacademic and academic teams were then introduced by Mrs. Shobha Ghanatra and the
anchor of the event,
Prof. Sharlot Bency respectively.
The program was
concluded by a vote of
thanks by Prof. Ashima Sharma followed
by the National Anthem.

CISF Personnel’s...
lets from different angles during the line of
duty left the students of
the Airoli based St.
Xavier’s High School
speechless. All the officers were felicitated by
the school council and
thanked them for their
presence. An Informative Interactive questionnaire session was
organized and they
shared details about the
50th golden year celebration of CISF.
“It was quite an engrossing demonstration
by the CISF Personnel’s whose institute is
celebrating its Golden

Cont. from pg. 4

Jubilee. The students
came up with questions
like what is the qualification to join the commando force, how to use
weapons, how to tackle
emergency situation,
the use of tool kit? The
students were satisfied
with the wonderful responses received from
the security personnel
and were inspired by
their motivational
talks. The workshop
ended with a wonderful
speech on patriotism
and vote of thanks,”
said Blaise D’souza,
Head Mistress of the
institute.

